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Motivation of this breakout session
Number of users employing high-photon energy XFEL beam (>15 keV) is 
gradually growing.

Many interesting outcomes in high-resolution crystallography are being published.
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substrate-binding subsite S4 is formed between two polypeptide segments of residues Gly100–Tyr104 and 
Ser132–Tyr137. In contrast, the residues Ser132–Tyr137 showed relatively low r.m.s.d. values. Average B-factors 
in Asn99–Tyr104 were also greater than 20 Å2, suggesting that the dynamic motion of these residues might 
help accommodate various types of substrate. Recent studies have shown that there are a number of di!erences 
between cryo-cooling and non-cryo-cooling data, suggesting that important conformational dynamics are existed 
in proteins at ambient temperature. In this report, we could revealed alternative conformations of side-chain of 
proteins and a number of water molecules by SFX approach. Flexible conformations and dynamic motions of 
proteins as well as assignment of water molecules in substrate binding sites at ambient temperature would provide 
important insights in simulating catalytic mechanisms of enzymes more accurately and designing more e!ective 
inhibitors.

����������������������������������	�������������������������������������Ǥ� Water molecules 
play signi"cant roles in the structural integrity of proteins, and are buried at varying depths in the interior of mol-
ecules. In proteinase K, water clusters are involved in stabilization and assist with connecting surface segments 
through hydrogen bonding20. As mentioned above, the locations and the con"gurations of waters molecules in 
SFX are relatively di!erent when compared to the cryo-SRX structure; however, it was still unknown whether 
these di!erences could also be detected when compared against the non-cryo cooling SRX structure. To clarify 

Figure 1. Stereo views of hydrogen atoms in secondary elements in SFX structure. Typical hydrogen 
atoms are assigned in SFX structure, in (a) α -helix, (b) β -sheet, and (c) turn. #e σ A-weighted mFo–DFc maps 
omitting hydrogen atoms contoured at 2.0σ  are shown in pink.
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(APX)[14] definitely identifies a OH ligand (FeIV-OH),
although recent spectroscopic information is in favour of an
unprotonated species.[22] One philosophy[11] is that histidine-
ligated heme systems are constitutionally unable to form
a FeIV-OH species, because they lack a proximal thiolate
(electron donating) ligand which is considered a key require-
ment. On the other hand, heme enzymes without a thiolate
ligand can form FeIV-OH,[23] so the presence of a thiolate
ligand is not essential for FeIV-OH formation in all cases.

For Compound II, more information is needed to unpick
these key biological questions. XFEL provides an alternative
approach to both traditional X-ray crystallography and to
neutron crystallography techniques, in the sense that struc-
tures can be generated on femtosecond timecales that avoid
X-ray induced photoreduction or radiation damage. The
XFEL structure of Compound II of CcP, resolved to 1.06 ä,
shows a Fě O bond length of 1.76 ä. This bond length is
longer than that obtained using a multi-crystal X-ray method

for Compound I of CcP (1.63 ä, determined at 1.67 ä
resolution and with an ESU of the iron and oxygen atom
positions of 0.017 and 0.066 ä respectively[10]). The corre-
sponding XFEL structure of Compound II in APX, resolved
at 1.50 ä, shows a Fe-O distance of 1.87 ä which is almost
identical to that obtained from multi-crystal X-ray (1.84 ä[10])
and neutron structures (1.88 ä,[14] as shown in Figure S3).

Comparison with Other Ferryl Species

Empirically-determined distances for Fě O bond lengths
are quite reasonably often used as a binary determinant of
bond order (single or double bond) and, by implication, of
protonation state in ferryl complexes. But the comparison of
the closely related CcP and APX enzymes above and the
analysis below indicates that the situation might be consid-
erably more complicated. Comparison of CcP and APX

Figure 5. Hydrogen bonding in the active site. A) Electron density of CcP Compound II is shown in blue (contoured at 2.0s). The difference
density calculated by omitting hydrogens is shown in green (contoured at 3s). The O atom is positioned at 1.76 ä from the heme iron. Water is
shown in light blue color. B) Hydrogen bonding patterns for Compound II in CcP. C) Hydrogen bonding patterns for Compound II in APX showing
Arg38 in two different locations: the “out” (left, as in Figure 4B top) and “in” (right) positions. Waters are shown in light blue, and swap
interchangeably as Arg38 moves between the two locations. Note that in the “out” position, Arg38 is hydrogen bonded to the water molecule
through the Nh, and not as previously[14] through the adjacent Ne. The ferryl oxygen is shown in red and hydrogen bonds are in dotted lines in all
figures.
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Fig. 2. Structures of rhodamine-6g determined by SX and ED. (A) The SX structure. An 166 

electron density map in gray is overlaid with the atomic model obtained in this study. (B) The 167 

rt-ED structure. A Coulomb potential map in gray is shown with the model. Two chloride ions 168 

are labelled CL1 and CL1’ in (A) and (B), and water molecules are labelled O2W and O2W’ 169 

in (A). The atoms labelled with the prime symbol represent ones related by the crystallographic 170 

symmetry. Two nitrogen atoms referred in the main text are also labelled N15 and N16, and 171 

other atoms are in Fig. S2D. Gray nets were calculated from the observed amplitudes (Fo). 172 

Difference maps (mFo-DFc), omitting hydrogen atoms from the models, are shown in green in 173 

(A) and yellow in (B). Display contour levels are 3.0σ for all the nets. (C) Bar plot of heights 174 

of density peaks in the hydrogen omit maps along individual hydrogen atoms. Each peak height, 175 
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Fig. S1. 2D slices of electron density and Coulomb potential maps at the plane of the 124 

xanthene ring. (A) A slice of the Fo map calculated from the SX data and overlaid with the 125 

model. Some atoms are labelled. (B) A slice of the hydrogen-omitted map (mFo-DFc) from the 126 

SX. (C, D) The same slices as in (A) and (B) but calculated from the rt-ED data. (E, F) The 127 

same as in (C) and (D) but from the cryo-ED data. Arrows in (B) indicate residual densities 128 

likely representing covalent electrons. The color display is gradually changed from -4σ to +4σ 129 

as in a gradient bar at the right of each map. 130 
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Crystal structure of tethrene
We found a base-centred monoclinic lattice (Table 1), closely resembling 
the lattice of mithrene and thus probably isomorphous. After index-
ing and merging, we searched for solutions in C2/c using ShelXT17 and 
obtained a solution for the heavy-atom substructure. As expected, the 

structure closely resembles mithrene, with small distortions to accom-
modate the longer Ag–Te bonds. The model was completed using a 
combination of difference maps and rigid fragments; full details are 
given in Methods. The final refinement had R1(I > 2σ(I)) = 10.6% for data 
within 1.35-Å resolution (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 | Crystal structures, Ag–Ag motifs and optical properties of all three 
benzenechalcogenolates. a–c, Suspended microcrystals of thiorene  
(a), mithrene (b) and tethrene (c) show their respective milky white, yellow and 
deep orange colours. d–f, Side and top views of crystal structures from smSFX 
for thiorene (d), mithrene (e) and tethrene (f). Thermal ellipsoids for Ag (blue), 
S (yellow), Se (orange) and Te (magenta) are drawn at the 50% probability level. 
Hydrogen atoms and one position of disordered C6H5 (for mithrene) are 
omitted for clarity. g–i, Models of thiorene (g), mithrene (h) and tethrene  
(i) with the view oriented down the c axis of the unit cell, with the carbon and 

hydrogen atoms omitted, displaying the divergence in the thiorene  
Ag–Ag bonding environment compared to that in mithrene and tethrene.  
j, Photoluminescence spectra of mithrene and tethrene under 467-nm 
excitation. Mithrene displays a sharp photoluminescence peak at 
approximately 2.7 eV; tethrene displays a broadband photoluminescence peak 
in the approximate range 1.5–2.4 eV. No photoluminescence is observed for 
thiorene. k, Time-dependent photoluminescence for mithrene and tethrene, 
with lifetimes of 50 ps and 1 ns respectively. IRF, instrument response function.
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model, we performed one final round of merging with this complete 
SFX-determined structure as a reference for scaling and reindexing. The 
final refinement converged with R1 (I > 2σ(I)) = 11.4%, where I-values are 
structure factor intensities and σ(I) is the estimated uncertainty on I. 
Complete experimental and refinement statistics are given in Table 1.

Our approach of iterative structure refinement and re-scaling calls 
for some caution because there is a risk of biasing the data to match a 
model determined from a previous round of refinement. We demon-
strated empirically (details in Methods) that the risk of model bias is 
not realized in these examples. In short, when a reference structure is 
‘sabotaged’ by moving one atom a substantial distance, the final refine-
ment returns that atom to its correct location; demonstrating that the 
intensities are not severely biased by the details of the reference model.

We validated the smSFX results by comparison to the literature 
structure determined by SCXRD (Fig. 3c, d and Table 1). The overall 
structures, including the disordered phenyl ring, are identical. The 
Ag–Se bonding distances were used as a quality metric. The mean 

deviation from the reference was 0.015 Å, which is comparable to the 
least-squares uncertainty on the distances in the smSFX structure 
(Extended Data Table 1). Therefore, we conclude that the experimen-
tal errors are small and accurately estimated.

Crystal structure of thiorene
Following the approach established for mithrene, we identified a 
base-centred monoclinic lattice for thiorene (Table 1). The lattice was 
similar to that of mithrene, but with the a and b axes exchanged. This 
suggested that the structure would be similar, with the symmetry ele-
ments differently placed. After indexing and merging, we solved the 
structure by charge-flipping in olex2.solve, initially in centrosymmet-
ric C2/c. The basic structural motif, as predicted from the unit cell, 
is a distortion of the layered mithrene structure with SC6H5 groups 
each coordinating four Ag atoms. After extensive model-building 
and revision, with details given in Methods, we identified an ordered, 
pseudo-centrosymmetric model in polar Cc with independent geom-
etries for the top and bottom sides of each Ag–S sheet. The final refine-
ment converged with R1 (I > 2σ(I)) = 10.5% for data within the 1.35-Å limit 
imposed by the experimental geometry (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 | Mithrene structure determination results. a, b, Identification of the 
C6H5 group in a Fourier difference map. The map is calculated from Fobs − Fcalc 
coefficients and contours are drawn at intervals of approximately 
0.15 e− per Å3. The ring is disordered over two positions; both positions are 
shown in b, although they nearly overlap in this view. The plots were generated 
by Olex215. c, d, Crystal structure of mithrene as determined in the present 
work (c) and the reference single-crystal structure19 (d). e, Plot of candidate unit 
cells indexing rate versus M* (see equation (1) in Methods). Cell 2, labelled in 
red, is the correct cell, with the highest indexing rate and a low value of M*.

Table 1 | Crystallographic results for thiorene, mithrene and 
tethrene

Compound Thiorene Mithrene Tethrene

Formula AgSC6H5 AgSeC6H5 AgTeC6H5

Molecular weight 217.03 263.93 312.57

Space group Cc C2/c C2/c

a (Å) 7.290 5.938 5.900

b (Å) 5.879 7.325 7.424

c (Å) 28.072 29.202 30.258

α (°) 90 90 90

β (°) 93.80 95.44 97.686

γ (°) 90 90 90

V (Å3) 1,200.6 1,264.3 1,313.3

Z 8 8 8

ρcalc (g cm−3) 2.401 2.773 3.162

XFEL source LCLS SACLA LCLS

λ (Å) 1.24808 1.03207 1.24808

T (K) 298 298 298

dmin (Å) 1.35 1.2 1.35

µ (mm−1) 16.19 10.68 32.56

Frames 1,426,595 492,509 1,187,208

Crystals 7,677 6,577 9,901

Time (h) 3.3 4.5 2.7

Data 265 372 289

Restraints 29 8 2

Parameters 53 35 29

R1 (obs) (%) 10.5 11.3 10.6

R1 (all) (%) 12.1 13.2 13.1

S 1.10 1.12 1.13

Peak, hole (e− Å−3) 0.94, −0.71 2.10, −1.67 1.93, −1.25

⟨σ(dAg–E)⟩ (Å) 0.039 0.010 0.011

⟨∆(dAg–E)⟩ (Å) n/a 0.015 n/a

⟨σ(dAg–E)⟩ is the mean crystallographic uncertainty on silver-chalcogen distances; ⟨∆(dAg–E)⟩ is 
the mean error as compared to the reference structure from SCXRD19. 
Z, formula units in unit cell; ρ, density; µ, absorption coefficient; data, unique structure factors 
in refinement; S, goodness of fit. 
n/a, not applicable.

-> It’s a good timing to learn about the latest researches in this field 
and discuss about future facility capabilities 



Photon parameters compared to other XFEL facilities
Photon energy 
(fundamental)

Unique modes/ 
capabilities

Pulse 
energy

Pulse duration 
(FWHM)

~6 fs 

(fixed)4-22 keV

0.25-25 keV

up to 1 mJ

~4 mJ for 30 fs pulse
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pulse duration) 

Rep. rate

BL2+BL3: 

60 Hz in total

2.7 kHz

(4.5 MHz for 

intra-train)

Variable

(nominally, 30 fs)

•Two-color

•Self-seeding

•Hight beam stability

•Extreme focusing

120 Hz

(1 MHz 


@LCLS-II HE)

20-60 fs

Variable

(nominally, 120 fs)

•Variable

(10-40 fs)

Under

commissioning


(two-color, self-seed)

•Two-color

•Self-seeding

•Attosecond

5-24 keV 0.5-4 mJ

•Two-color

•Large bandwidth2-12 keV

~0.5 mJ for 120 fs pulse

(proportional to

pulse duration) 

100 Hz

•Two-color

•Self-seeding

•Excellent timing 
stability

2-15 keV 60 Hz~1 mJ

SACLA is highly competitive in high-resolution and high-accuracy crystallography

😨 😨



Sub-10 fs pulses are definitely needed for accurate structure determination
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Inoue, Nishibori, Beata, arXiv:2112.05430 (2021).

Interatomic distances start to 
change at ~20 fs after 
irradiation with the x-ray pulse

X-ray pump X-ray probe of Al2O3

Inoue, PNAS 113, 1492 (2016).
Inoue, Kasai, Nishibori, Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 117403 (2021).

Chemical bonds are broken
within 5 fs after irradiation

with an X-ray pulse

By dividing the square of structure factors of diamond
measured with synchrotron radiation [25] by the integrated
diffraction intensity of undamaged diamond, a geometrical
correction factor was determined for each reflection. Then,
the integrated diffraction intensity for x-ray-excited dia-
mond was multiplied by the correction factor and used for
structure refinement.
We determined the charge density distribution in dia-

mond by the multipole electron-density modeling in the
Hansen-Coppens formalism [26]. To simplify the model,
the experimental data were analyzed under the following
two assumptions. First, it was assumed that the number of
core holes was negligibly small and the charge density
distribution of the innershell electrons was fairly the same
as the one for undamaged diamond at 300 K. The second
assumption was that the x-ray-induced atomic displace-
ments were independent and random with a mean of zero.
Multipole refinement was performed by using XD2016
[27]. In the analysis, the relativistic scattering factor in
the Su-Coppens-Macchi scattering databank [28,29] was
adopted and electron configuration of 1s2, 2s2, 2p2 was
selected. In this model, the electron-density distribution is
simply described by the following seven parameters: the
scale factor s, the isotropic displacement Uiso, the radial
expansion and contraction parameters for the spherical (κ)
and aspherical (κ0) parts, the octupole (O2–), and the
hexadecapoles (H0 and H4þ). Here, κ and O2– are the

main components that determine valence charge density
distribution in diamond [25]. Also, H4þ is constrained to
H0 by H4þ ¼ ð0.74048ÞH0 due to the symmetry of
diamond. The multipole refinement was performed using
s, Uiso, κ, and O2–, while the other three parameters (κ0,
H0, H4) were set to be the same as those for undamaged
diamond [25]. The refinement of the modeling resulted
in excellent crystal reliability factors (R factors) [R factors:
3.0% (delay time of 0.5 fs), 5.2% (5 fs), 8.9% (10 fs),
5.5% (20 fs), 3.0% (35 fs), and 3.3% (50 fs)], which are
comparable to the previous charge density studies of
diamond [25,30–37].
Figure 2(a) shows the determined valence charge density

distribution for the (110) plane. For reference, the one at the
undamaged state is also shown. Interestingly, even for the
shortest delay time (0.5 fs), the charge density distribution
was different from that at the undamaged state. Here, we
emphasize that x-ray diffraction techniques, including the
present method, determine the ensemble-averaged struc-
ture. However, considering: (i) the short time needed by
electrons to thermalize after the XFEL irradiation—simu-
lation of secondary ionization processes with the
XCASCADE code [38] predicts that electron cascade con-
tinues until ∼25 fs after the pump pulse, and (ii) the fast
electron spreading (on 100 nm distances within 25 fs, for
details see [39]), we find that the charge density distribution
may differ from atom to atom only during or shortly after
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FIG. 2. (a) Valence charge density distribution of diamond for the (110) plane at different delay times. The contour lines are drawn
from 0.1 to 2.0 eÅ−3 with 0.1 eÅ−3 step width (e ¼ 1.6 × 10−19 C is the electron charge). (b) Line profiles of the valence charge density
along ½11̄1& and [001] directions [see Fig. 2(a)] for delay time of 5 fs. (c) Root-mean-square atomic displacement after irradiation with
the pump pulse. (d) Line profiles of the valence charge density along ½11̄1& direction for delay times of 5 and 10 fs.
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By dividing the square of structure factors of diamond
measured with synchrotron radiation [25] by the integrated
diffraction intensity of undamaged diamond, a geometrical
correction factor was determined for each reflection. Then,
the integrated diffraction intensity for x-ray-excited dia-
mond was multiplied by the correction factor and used for
structure refinement.
We determined the charge density distribution in dia-

mond by the multipole electron-density modeling in the
Hansen-Coppens formalism [26]. To simplify the model,
the experimental data were analyzed under the following
two assumptions. First, it was assumed that the number of
core holes was negligibly small and the charge density
distribution of the innershell electrons was fairly the same
as the one for undamaged diamond at 300 K. The second
assumption was that the x-ray-induced atomic displace-
ments were independent and random with a mean of zero.
Multipole refinement was performed by using XD2016
[27]. In the analysis, the relativistic scattering factor in
the Su-Coppens-Macchi scattering databank [28,29] was
adopted and electron configuration of 1s2, 2s2, 2p2 was
selected. In this model, the electron-density distribution is
simply described by the following seven parameters: the
scale factor s, the isotropic displacement Uiso, the radial
expansion and contraction parameters for the spherical (κ)
and aspherical (κ0) parts, the octupole (O2–), and the
hexadecapoles (H0 and H4þ). Here, κ and O2– are the

main components that determine valence charge density
distribution in diamond [25]. Also, H4þ is constrained to
H0 by H4þ ¼ ð0.74048ÞH0 due to the symmetry of
diamond. The multipole refinement was performed using
s, Uiso, κ, and O2–, while the other three parameters (κ0,
H0, H4) were set to be the same as those for undamaged
diamond [25]. The refinement of the modeling resulted
in excellent crystal reliability factors (R factors) [R factors:
3.0% (delay time of 0.5 fs), 5.2% (5 fs), 8.9% (10 fs),
5.5% (20 fs), 3.0% (35 fs), and 3.3% (50 fs)], which are
comparable to the previous charge density studies of
diamond [25,30–37].
Figure 2(a) shows the determined valence charge density

distribution for the (110) plane. For reference, the one at the
undamaged state is also shown. Interestingly, even for the
shortest delay time (0.5 fs), the charge density distribution
was different from that at the undamaged state. Here, we
emphasize that x-ray diffraction techniques, including the
present method, determine the ensemble-averaged struc-
ture. However, considering: (i) the short time needed by
electrons to thermalize after the XFEL irradiation—simu-
lation of secondary ionization processes with the
XCASCADE code [38] predicts that electron cascade con-
tinues until ∼25 fs after the pump pulse, and (ii) the fast
electron spreading (on 100 nm distances within 25 fs, for
details see [39]), we find that the charge density distribution
may differ from atom to atom only during or shortly after
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By dividing the square of structure factors of diamond
measured with synchrotron radiation [25] by the integrated
diffraction intensity of undamaged diamond, a geometrical
correction factor was determined for each reflection. Then,
the integrated diffraction intensity for x-ray-excited dia-
mond was multiplied by the correction factor and used for
structure refinement.
We determined the charge density distribution in dia-

mond by the multipole electron-density modeling in the
Hansen-Coppens formalism [26]. To simplify the model,
the experimental data were analyzed under the following
two assumptions. First, it was assumed that the number of
core holes was negligibly small and the charge density
distribution of the innershell electrons was fairly the same
as the one for undamaged diamond at 300 K. The second
assumption was that the x-ray-induced atomic displace-
ments were independent and random with a mean of zero.
Multipole refinement was performed by using XD2016
[27]. In the analysis, the relativistic scattering factor in
the Su-Coppens-Macchi scattering databank [28,29] was
adopted and electron configuration of 1s2, 2s2, 2p2 was
selected. In this model, the electron-density distribution is
simply described by the following seven parameters: the
scale factor s, the isotropic displacement Uiso, the radial
expansion and contraction parameters for the spherical (κ)
and aspherical (κ0) parts, the octupole (O2–), and the
hexadecapoles (H0 and H4þ). Here, κ and O2– are the

main components that determine valence charge density
distribution in diamond [25]. Also, H4þ is constrained to
H0 by H4þ ¼ ð0.74048ÞH0 due to the symmetry of
diamond. The multipole refinement was performed using
s, Uiso, κ, and O2–, while the other three parameters (κ0,
H0, H4) were set to be the same as those for undamaged
diamond [25]. The refinement of the modeling resulted
in excellent crystal reliability factors (R factors) [R factors:
3.0% (delay time of 0.5 fs), 5.2% (5 fs), 8.9% (10 fs),
5.5% (20 fs), 3.0% (35 fs), and 3.3% (50 fs)], which are
comparable to the previous charge density studies of
diamond [25,30–37].
Figure 2(a) shows the determined valence charge density

distribution for the (110) plane. For reference, the one at the
undamaged state is also shown. Interestingly, even for the
shortest delay time (0.5 fs), the charge density distribution
was different from that at the undamaged state. Here, we
emphasize that x-ray diffraction techniques, including the
present method, determine the ensemble-averaged struc-
ture. However, considering: (i) the short time needed by
electrons to thermalize after the XFEL irradiation—simu-
lation of secondary ionization processes with the
XCASCADE code [38] predicts that electron cascade con-
tinues until ∼25 fs after the pump pulse, and (ii) the fast
electron spreading (on 100 nm distances within 25 fs, for
details see [39]), we find that the charge density distribution
may differ from atom to atom only during or shortly after
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By dividing the square of structure factors of diamond
measured with synchrotron radiation [25] by the integrated
diffraction intensity of undamaged diamond, a geometrical
correction factor was determined for each reflection. Then,
the integrated diffraction intensity for x-ray-excited dia-
mond was multiplied by the correction factor and used for
structure refinement.
We determined the charge density distribution in dia-

mond by the multipole electron-density modeling in the
Hansen-Coppens formalism [26]. To simplify the model,
the experimental data were analyzed under the following
two assumptions. First, it was assumed that the number of
core holes was negligibly small and the charge density
distribution of the innershell electrons was fairly the same
as the one for undamaged diamond at 300 K. The second
assumption was that the x-ray-induced atomic displace-
ments were independent and random with a mean of zero.
Multipole refinement was performed by using XD2016
[27]. In the analysis, the relativistic scattering factor in
the Su-Coppens-Macchi scattering databank [28,29] was
adopted and electron configuration of 1s2, 2s2, 2p2 was
selected. In this model, the electron-density distribution is
simply described by the following seven parameters: the
scale factor s, the isotropic displacement Uiso, the radial
expansion and contraction parameters for the spherical (κ)
and aspherical (κ0) parts, the octupole (O2–), and the
hexadecapoles (H0 and H4þ). Here, κ and O2– are the

main components that determine valence charge density
distribution in diamond [25]. Also, H4þ is constrained to
H0 by H4þ ¼ ð0.74048ÞH0 due to the symmetry of
diamond. The multipole refinement was performed using
s, Uiso, κ, and O2–, while the other three parameters (κ0,
H0, H4) were set to be the same as those for undamaged
diamond [25]. The refinement of the modeling resulted
in excellent crystal reliability factors (R factors) [R factors:
3.0% (delay time of 0.5 fs), 5.2% (5 fs), 8.9% (10 fs),
5.5% (20 fs), 3.0% (35 fs), and 3.3% (50 fs)], which are
comparable to the previous charge density studies of
diamond [25,30–37].
Figure 2(a) shows the determined valence charge density

distribution for the (110) plane. For reference, the one at the
undamaged state is also shown. Interestingly, even for the
shortest delay time (0.5 fs), the charge density distribution
was different from that at the undamaged state. Here, we
emphasize that x-ray diffraction techniques, including the
present method, determine the ensemble-averaged struc-
ture. However, considering: (i) the short time needed by
electrons to thermalize after the XFEL irradiation—simu-
lation of secondary ionization processes with the
XCASCADE code [38] predicts that electron cascade con-
tinues until ∼25 fs after the pump pulse, and (ii) the fast
electron spreading (on 100 nm distances within 25 fs, for
details see [39]), we find that the charge density distribution
may differ from atom to atom only during or shortly after
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experiment. The charge density distribution was deter-
mined from the relative intensity of the probe diffraction
peaks by the multipole electron-density modeling [17].
From the visualized charge density distribution, the mech-
anisms of femtosecond atomic disordering previously
reported in [13,14,15] are discussed.
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic illustration of the experi-

ment at SACLA beamline 3 [18]. The XFEL source was
operated in the two-color double pulse mode [19] to
generate 7.8-keV pump and 11.5-keV probe pulses with
pulse durations of 6 fs (FWHM) [20]. The delay of the
probe pulse with respect to the pump was controlled at the
accuracy of less than 1% of the delay time by using a
magnetic chicane [19]. The double pulse was focused to an
FWHM of 200 nm diameter by an x-ray mirror system [21].
By using three multiport charge-coupled device (MPCCD)
detectors [22], diffraction peaks (111, 220, 311, 400, 331
reflections of the probe and 220 reflection of the pump)
from a nanocrystal diamond film with 16 μm thickness
[23] were measured with the different time delays of the
probe pulses. The shot-by-shot pulse energy was deter-
mined by an inline spectrometer [24], and ∼500 pulses with
the specific pulse energies of the pump (69! 10 μJ)
and the probe pulses (29! 6 μJ) (corresponding to
∼3 × 1019 W=cm2 and ∼1 × 1019 W=cm2, respectively)
were extracted for each delay and the corresponding
diffraction images were used for the following analysis.
For the purpose of calibration, we also measured diffraction
intensity of undamaged diamond by reducing x-ray fluence
to less than the damage threshold using a silicon attenuator.

Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the diffraction intensity
profiles for the two shortest delay times (0.5 and 5 fs)
and with longer delay times added, respectively. For better
visibility, the profiles normalized by the peak intensity of
probe 111 reflection are shown in Fig. 1(b), while those in
Fig. 1(c) are rescaled in such a way that the baselines of
probe 111 reflection become the same degree. Interestingly,
the peak positions of all reflections were almost the same for
different delay conditions, indicating that lattice expansion
due to ablation was insignificant at the measured timescale.
The normalized probe diffraction intensity between the
shortest two delay times was slightly different (∼10%) for
220, 400, and 331 reflections [Fig. 1(b)]. To check the
significance of this small difference, we separated all
diffraction images into three groups for each delay condition
and evaluated the probe diffraction intensity [as an example,
the intensity profiles calculated with the separated data set
for delay time of 0.5 fs are shown in the insets of Fig. 1(b)].
The relative difference between the normalized diffraction
intensity calculated with the separated data set and that with
the full data set was less than 5% for all reflections. Thus,
the uncertainty of the measured probe diffraction intensity
when all diffraction images were used for the analysis can be
estimated to 5%=

ffiffiffi
3

p
¼ 3% at most. Therefore, the differ-

ence in the probe diffraction intensity in Fig. 1(b) is
statistically significant. With increasing delay times, the
probe diffraction intensity rapidly decreased, especially for
the higher reflection indices [Fig. 1(c)].
Integrated diffraction intensity for each reflection was

evaluated by the profile fitting and the Rietveld refinement.
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FIG. 1. (a) A schematic illustration of the experiment. The focused double XFEL pulse irradiated a diamond film. The shot-by-shot
diffraction images were measured using three MPCCD detectors. (b) Diffraction intensity profiles for delay times of 0.5 and 5 fs, which
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Visualizing charge-density in 
x-ray excited diamond

2

and xenon clusters [37]) and in protein crystals [29] by
using x-ray pump x-ray probe techniques. However, the
initial disordering processes in these samples except for
diamond [32, 33] have not been fully revealed due to the
insufficient spatiotemporal resolution. Thus, there re-
main fundamental questions, such as how x-ray-induced
atomic displacements proceed with time and whether
subatomic structure determination is feasible with in-
tense XFEL pulses.

Here we describe intense x-ray-induced structural
changes in a two-element compound, Al2O3, measured
by an x-ray pump x-ray probe technique. The experi-
mentally tested Al2O3 has a rhombohedral structure with
space group R3̄c. By employing a unique capability of
SACLA [38] that can generate XFEL pulses with dura-
tion of much below 10 fs [39–41], we succeeded to cap-
ture the onset of atomic displacements. Furthermore, the
small inherent atomic disorder in Al2O3 [42] and the use
of the probe pulse with a short wavelength allowed us
to determine the transient atomic positions at subatomic
resolution.

Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic illustration of the ex-
periment at SACLA beamline 3 [43]. The XFEL machine
was operated in the split undulator mode [44] to gener-
ate 8.70-keV pump and 11.99-keV probe pulses with the
FWHM duration of 6 fs. The pump and probe pulses
were focused to FWHM sizes of 2.2 µm (horizontal) ×
2.7 µm (vertical) and 1.0 µm (horizontal) × 1.4 µm
(vertical), respectively, by using an x-ray mirror sys-
tem [45, 46]. A nanocrystal Al2O3 film (grain size of
80 nm, US research nanomaterials) with a thickness of 1
µm was placed at the focus and continuously translated
spatially to expose an undamaged surface to each double
pulse. The probe diffraction peaks in the scattering angle
(2θ) range of 16◦-90◦ were measured by using a multi-
port charge-coupled device detector [47], while changing
the delay time from 0.3 fs to 100 fs. Since the jitter
of the delay time (several tens of attoseconds [44]) was
negligibly small, the duration of the XFEL pulse deter-
mined the time resolution of the measurement (

√
2×6 fs

=8.5 fs). Here, a 600-µm-thick aluminum foil in front of
the detector absorbed the diffracted pump photons. The
shot-by-shot pulse energy was characterized by an inline
spectrometer [48]. More than 1500 pulses with the spe-
cific pulse energies of the pump (49.0 ± 5.4 µJ) and the
probe pulses (17.1 ± 8.6 µJ) (the peak fluence of 8×104

J/cm2 and 1×104 J/cm2, respectively) were extracted for
each delay condition, and the corresponding diffraction
images were used for the following analysis. For refer-
ence, the measurement with reduced pump fluence below
structural damage threshold [49] was also performed by
inserting a 200-µm-thick silicon attenuator upstream of
the focusing mirror (the peak fluence of the pump and
probe pulses were 8×103 J/cm2 and 4×103 J/cm2, re-
spectively).

Figure 1 (b) shows the integrated one-dimensional
powder diffraction data (diffraction profile) for all de-
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FIG. 1. (a) A schematic illustration of the experiment. (b)
Diffraction profiles for different delay times. For better visibil-
ity, each diffraction profile is linearly shifted along the vertical
axis. Dotted lines show the positions of some of the diffrac-
tion peaks.

lay times. The scattering angle of each reflection index
was the same for all diffraction profiles. Moreover, any
new diffraction peaks did not appear within the mea-
sured delay times. These observations indicate that the
unit cell parameters (space group, symmetry operations,
and lattice constants) remained the same as those be-
fore irradiation with the pump pulse. On the other
hand, the diffraction peaks for higher diffraction angles
(2θ > 70◦) almost disappeared at longer delay times,
indicating that the structural changes occurred on the
femtosecond timescale.

There are three possible reasons for this ultrafast de-
cay of the diffraction intensity. The first is the change in
atomic scattering factors due to progressing sample ion-
ization. A theoretical calculation shows that the atomic
scattering factors of the ionized atoms at the measured
scattering vectors are mostly determined by the number
of occupied deep-shell levels [50] and the valence electrons
does not much contribute to the scattering intensity. As
shown in the supplemental material [51], the number of
deep-shell holes in both aluminum (Al) and oxygen (O)
atoms was too small to explain the experimental obser-
vations. The second possible reason is the shift of atomic
positions at the fixed unit cell parameters, i.e., the x-
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‘Hydrogen	atoms	in	protein	structure:	high	resoluBon	analysis	of	heme	enzymes’	 	

Discussion	(chair:	Kensuke	Tono)	
16:20-17:00



Facility updates

New standard configuration setup for high-resolution 
crystallography (2022B~)

Detector updates (2023?)

Optics updates at BL2 (2022B~)



New standard configuration setup for high-resolution crystallography

cf. IUCr cif check: 

s>0.59 Å-1,  i.e.,  dmin <0.85 Å

Current standard configurations

w/ Rayonix 300-HS (max 2θ:  56 deg)

Camera length: 100 mm or more

Large sensor area: 300 mm X 300 mm

Phosphor (Gd2O2S, 40 um thick) coupled CCD: 


good quantum efficiency at high photon energy (cf. 90%@15 keV)

w/ MPCCD (max 2θ: 48 deg)

Camera length: 50 mm

Direct detection of X-ray photons 


(Si 300 µm, can detect single photon)

Small sensor area: 110 mm X 110 mm

Tono, JSR 22, 532 (2015)

Additional standard  
configurations (2022B~)

Research Frontiers 2015  Research Frontiers 2015
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Serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) with an 
X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) provides damage-free 
diffraction patterns from tiny crystals with micrometer 
sizes [1]. In this method, a stream of crystals interacts 
with an XFEL pulse, a duration of which is on the order 
of femtoseconds. Radiation damage to the sample can 
be circumvented because diffraction events can be 
terminated within a timescale much shorter than those 
of damage processes. Typically 104 or more diffraction 
patterns are collected from randomly oriented crystals 
to provide the statistical reliability required for building 
a structure model.

A key process in SFX experiments is the delivery 
of crystals. Micrometer-size crystals are dispersed in 
a fluid carrier and delivered to the interaction point 
using a fluid injector. Various types of injectors have 
been developed so far [2]. A liquid-jet injector with 
a gas dynamic virtual nozzle (GDVN) produces a 
micrometer-size stream of a crystal suspension. The 
electro spinning technique is also employed to deliver 
FU\VWDO�VXVSHQVLRQV�DW� ORZ�ÁRZ�UDWHV�RQ�WKH�RUGHU�RI�
10–1 +l·min–1.  To reduce sample consumption, viscous-
ÁXLG�LQMHFWRUV�KDYH�EHHQ�GHYHORSHG�WR�SURGXFH�D�VORZ�
flow of crystals dispersed in a highly viscous carrier 
such as an LCP matrix or a grease-matrix carrier.

In the early SFX experiments, the interaction point 
was in a vacuum environment, which is advantageous 
for reducing background signals. One technical issue 
in the case of crystal delivery into vacuum is that the 
carrier fluid can freeze easily. A frozen carrier would 
inhibit an injector from stable operation, and more 
seriously, it would produce strong X-ray signals that 
may cause damage to a detector.

At SACLA, we have developed an ambient-
pressure system for SFX experiments, Diverse 
Application Platform for Hard X-ray Diffraction in 
SACLA (DAPHNIS) [3]. The freezing issue can be 
avoided under the ambient-pressure operation, which 
also helps to maintain an appropriate temperature 
and humidity around the sample. Because of these 
advantages, DAPHNIS is applicable to a variety 
of samples beyond protein crystals, including live 
organisms, solutions, and powders dispersed in 
liquids.

Figure 1 shows a photograph of DAPHNIS, which 
basically consists of a sample chamber, injectors, 
and a multiport charge-coupled-device (MPCCD) 
detector with eight sensor modules [4]. This system 
is connected to a micrometer focusing system on a 
hard X-ray beamline of SACLA. Samples are delivered 

to the X-ray focal point using an injector, which is 
mounted on a motorized manipulator. The X-ray beam 
is blocked by a beam stopper in front of the detector. 
The distance between the detector sensor and sample 
is adjustable in the range between 50 and 100 mm. 
The highest nominal resolution is 1.5 Å (2.5 Å) at a 
distance of 50 mm (100 mm) and an X-ray wavelength 
of 1.24 Å.

Two types of liquid-jet injectors are available for 
delivering soluble-protein crystals. One with a GDVN 
produces a thin liquid beam from a nozzle with an 
inner diameter (ID) of 50–150 +m. Figure 2(a) shows 
a schematic drawing of the injector and a microscopic 
image of the nozzle tip. A helium gas stream through 
the outer capillary squeezes the sample beam to a 
diameter of 4–40 +m. The beam size is varied via the 
flow rate of the liquid and the stagnation pressure 
of the helium. In the case of a 10 +m stream from a 
150-+m-ID nozzle, for example, a typical flow rate 
is 0.3 ml·min–1. The other kind of injector is used for 
circulating a sample suspension with a peristaltic pump 
(Fig. 2(b)). The liquid-beam diameter is nearly the 
same as that of the nozzle aperture (100 or 200 +m). 
The flow rate is typically 1.5 ml·min–1 (2.5 ml·min–1) 
with a 100 +m (200 +m) nozzle.

For crystals in highly viscous carriers, a syringe-
pump injector is employed [5]. A carrier medium with 
crystals is extruded from a syringe needle at a low 
ÁRZ�UDWH��ZKLFK�FDQ�EH�DV�ORZ�DV�a����+l·min–1. The 
standard ID of the needle is 110 +m. Because of the 
low flow rate, the protein consumption is less than 
1 mg in most cases. The flow rate can be further 
reduced by using a thinner needle, for example, 
a�����+l·min–1 with a 50-+m-ID needle.

Fig. 1.  DAPHNIS system with major 
components: sample chamber, injectors, and 
MPCCD detector with eight sensor modules.

Sample injectors

Sample chamber

MPCCD detector

w/ Rayonix 300-HS (max 2θ:  72 deg)

camera length 50 mm or more


 (changeable during beam time)

Resolution limit determined 

by the detector geometry: 

•0.88 Å @12 keV

•0.70 Å @15 keV

•0.54 Å @20 keV



Detector development
Si-based direct illumination detector (CITIUS) will be introduced as a successor of 
MPCCD (probably next year for the 20.2 M variant, but the schedule has not been 
fixed yet due to the recent semiconductor crisis)

Slides from Takaki Hatsui (RIKEN)

SACLA Users’ meeting 2021

CITIUS XFEL variant

T. Hatsui, RIKEN 10

March 10th, 2021
hatsui@spring8.or.jp

Value

Parameters CITIUS XFEL for SACLA
MPCCD

Phase III/III-L Unit

Sensor

Thickness 650 300 µm

Pixel Size 72.6 µm 50 µm

Pixel Number 0.28 0.5 Mpixel/sensor

Image Format 384 x 728 512 x 1024 pixels

Noise 60 e- or better 300/60 e-rms

Peak Signal 17,000 2,400 Phs.@ 6 keV

Frame Rate 60 (max. 5 kHz) 60 or 30 Hz

Largest System
Pixel Number 20.2 Mpixel 4 Mpixel

Image Area 325 x 363 100 x 100 mm2

Tiling Inter-module gap ～3 mm < 1 mm

x7

x5

x1.5

x2.1

x3

As facility need to be ready for high repetition operation in long term, MPCCD need to be replaced by CITIUS.
However, not all the spec. will be better.

x0.6

CITIUS: Camera Head Variants (under development)

T. Hatsui, RIKEN 12March 10th, 2021 hatsui@spring8.or.jp

36 x 96 x 197 mm3
〜1 kg
Fan-less operation 
is possible.

280k Compact 2.2M standard 20.2M standard

560k (Linear) Compact SACLA goes to higher repetition operation in long term, MPCCD need to be 
replaced by CITIUS.
However,
• not all the spec. will be better. 
• replacement demands significant budget and internal resources.
We would like to have user comments, especially, on 
• Deployment Priority to CITIUS detector
• MPCCD detector not replaceable by CITIUS
We are finalizing deployment plan for FY2022-2023 by the end of April 2021.

※ MPCCD is available for a while, but will be replaced to CITIUS in a long term.

•Large sensor area (325 mm X 363 mm)

•Single photon sensitivity

•Large dynamic range

•Inter-module gap as large as 3 mm

•Pixel size is a bit larger than that of MPCCD



Optics development for high photon energy operation (BL2)

Expand available photon energy range 

of BL2 by coating mirrors 

Tono, Proc. SPIE 10237 (2017).
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 Bare Si mirror X 2 (current BL2, glazing angle of 2 mrad)
 Ru coated mirror X 2 (BL2 upgrade, 2 mrad)
 Rh coated mirror X 2 (BL3, 2 mrad)

BL3

BL2 
(current)

BL2  
(2022B~) cf. Specification of current mirror parameters

Mirror coating  
w/ Ruthenium

High photon energy (up to 22 keV) will 
be available at BL2 from 2022B



Summary and discussion points from facility point of view

New standard configuration setup for high-resolution crystallography 
(2022B~)

Detector updates (2023?)

Optics updates at BL2 (2022B~)

Facility update plans

-We would like to have feedback from users and any kinds of 
suggestions for moving high-resolution fs crystallography forward

-> Discussion part in this session


